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Recent Deliveries

Aluminium Briefcase With Cube Foam Insert
Sturdy tool case for
delicate instruments. The
foam
packing
within
breaks apart into 1cm
cubes for a snug fit. Great
for cameras, instruments,
tools, etc. $69.95

Single Loose Dice
Loose dice in a variety
of shapes and finishes,
including
speckled,
clear, pearled, marbled and others. Shapes are d4,
d6, d8, d10, d10%, d12 and d20. $2 each

Leatherman: Bit Kit for Charge / New Wave
So, you have the fabulous multi-tool, now get extra
bits to boost your tool's capabilities. Upgrade your
leatherman! 21 double ended driver bits in 2
holders. Comes with a nylon belt sheath. Suits
Charge Ti, Charge Xti, Charge AL, New Wave and
Surge. $49.95
BBQ Tongs with LED Light
Stainless Steel BBQ Tongs with
central LED Light. Use your BBQ
in any lighting conditions. $19.95
Led Lenser Torch: P17
High performance Cree LED
torch. Very bright up to
190Lumens. 30cm long. Speed
focus system. Gold plated
contacts. O ring seals. Robust
aluminium body. $195
Poker Chip 300 Set
Weighted
poker
chips.
Numbered. Set of 300 chips in
aluminium carry case with two
decks of poker sized playing
cards and 5 dice. $89.95
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Wood Kit: Ptera nodon
Stencil cut plywood kits to
make up a Pteranodon
skeleton. Easy to assemble
kit, suitable for children 6+
years. Tyrannosaurus Rex
also available. $7.50

Australian Military History
The Vietnam Years
This is the story of the Vietnam
War, a chronological military
history. What hasn’t been told so
far is what really happened on
patrols: how men fought, died
and came back damaged in some
way. It also tells the story of
those who stayed at home - the
Army wives who had to cope
then and now, and the wave of political protest at
home. $24.99
An Awkward Truth: The Bombing of Darwin,
February 1942
Darwin was a battle Australia
would rather forget. Yet the
Japanese attack was the first
wartime assault on Australian
soil. The Japanese struck with the
same carrier-borne force that
devastated Pearl Harbor only ten
weeks earlier. More bombs fell
on Darwin, more civilians were killed, and more
ships were sunk. $32.95
Dangerous Days: A Digger's Great Escape
After joining up alongside his
mates from country Victoria at 22
Ernest Brough fought and was
wounded at Tobruk and at El
Alamein in World War II. But
neither he nor his humanity died.
This is the story of an incredible
POW escape and journey that
earned Brough the Military
Medal and the actions at home
that have since made him a local hero. $35.00
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Rescue 911 Knife
Back in stock in
superior quality from
a new manufacturer!
Special knife for
cutting car seat belts,
clothing, rope, etc
from the body without hurting the person wearing
the belt or clothes. Folding curved blade with only
the inner edge sharp. Used by paramedics and
prison guards. $110

Giant Microbes
These were our bestselling gift last Christma and
are still very popular. They are fluffy toys, approx
12cm long and very funny and weird. Each is
shaped as the bug and comes with a scientific
explanation. Recently delivered varieties (in order
shown): Krill, Sea Sparkle, Ulcer, Ebola, Typhoid,
Flesh Eating Disease, Pneumonia. $12.95 each.

Powerballs
The other standout new range for us are the NSD
Powerballs. These are gyroscope balls that act as
hand/wrist exercisers. They are great fun, good for
strengthening your wrist and very addictive.
Powerball 250Hz Pro
New to our range, the 250Hz
Pro includes a digital speed
meter to allow you monitor
your power improvements on
a daily basis and test yourself
against friends. $79.95
Other models also available.
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Noise Cancelling Headphones
The
electronic
noise
cancelling circuit reduces
background noise by as much
as 18dB. Use them as ear
muffs for quiet peace or as
normal headphones with
music, etc to enhance your
listening. Come with airline
adaptor plug for use on your
next plane trip and not only you will hear more of
the in- flight entertainment, the noise cancelling
effect might even help you sleep better by reducing
cabin noise. $59.95
Shirt: Periodic Table
Cool, in a very geeky
way. Great for scientists
and students. Will the
examiners let you wear it
into the chemistry exam
room? Black T-Shirt
colour printed with the
Periodic
Table
of
Elements. The colour printing is crisp and clear to
read. 100% cotton shirt. $24.95
Alcohol Breath Tester
Don’t get behind the wheel if
you're over the limit. Test yourself
first with your own breathalyser. It
takes a reading in less than five
seconds and can sound an alarm at
a preset level. $69.95
Apple Peeling Machine
This is an amazing machine. The design is well
over a century old. Spike an apple onto the right
place and wind the handle. The apple is peeled,
cored and sliced into a helix. Apple slinkies
increase the popularity
of apples amongst
children. Popular tool
for school canteens.
$29.95
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